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LAUNDA CLEAN
POWDERED LAUNDRY DETERGENT
MATERIAL & FUNCTION
LAUNDA CLEAN is a high quality rapidly dissolving small particle sized laundry
powder for hand washing of clothes or top loading washing machines. It
incorporates the freshness of lemon fragrance to leave clothes smelling super
fresh after washing and may be used in both hot or cold water and on all types of
non-woollen fabrics. It may also be used in water where the dissolved hardness is
over 800ppm. The incorporation of brightening agents give whiter than white results
to garments.
APPEARANCE
Finely divided light blue powder with a lemon freshness and fragrance.
USES
LAUNDA CLEAN finds application in both domestic and commercial laundries for all
types of fabrics except woollens, in hard and soft water areas.
APPLICATION
Use 100-150 gms for a normal (15kg) wash load increasing quantity to 200gms for
extra dirty loads or larger machines. For greasy clothes (overalls etc) add 150mls
(1cup) per wash of S21 MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER. For commercial laundries
add 250-500gms per 50kg clothes (dry weight). For specific spot and stain removal
B4 PREWASH SPOTTING SPRAY should be applied to the garment prior to
washing.
PACKAGING
4 kg, 15 kg, 18 kg, 20 kg & 180 kg containers.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation
shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or
liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any
consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this
product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user. ALWAYS TEST FIRST.

